
 

 

ABA English Student Testimonials Selection 

 

Carmen Molina Konayagi (Brazil) 
 
I really enjoy the characters' voices, the teachers' explanations and the 
grammar lessons... in short, I love the course presentation. The experience is 
attractive and enjoyable, also the different stages of learning are clear and fun 
to do. The videos are brilliant and in addition to helping understand the 
pronunciation better they are shot in excellent quality. Personally I really 
appreciate these features since they greatly improve our overall experience and 
use of the content. Congratulations! Excellent work! 
 
Dr. Rodrigo Albán (Ecuador) 
 
I'm a retired doctor. ABA is truly a wonderful solution for helping me achieve my 
goal of relearning my English to speak with my grandchildren who live in the 
US. The mix of accents and the teaching with Spanish guidance is far more 
effective for me than if it were only in English. I am very happy to be following 
this course. I am recommending it to my friends who are in similar situations. 
 
Javier Ramos (Spain) 
 
The method of this course is fantastic, it is fun, original and you learn quickly. If I 
were given the choice to study for free in a presential academy instead of ABA 
English, I wouldn't do it. Because, with this method I learn to pronounce 
correctly and to understand conversations and texts in English effortlessly, in a 
natural way and with no time restrictions. 
 
Luis F. Rodríguez Marín (Spain) 
 
I wish to express my admiration for the quality. I am a retired architecture 
professor from Madrid University and I take courses as a hobby. I have been 
doing this for eight years and I have never found a course that was so well put 
together and as much fun as yours. Congratulations to the course authors. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Roberta Cristaldi (Italy) 
 
Allow me to give you feedback on your course as both a student and a teacher, 
since I teach Italian to foreign students and I'm familiar with many self-study 
courses. I have to say your course is well structured, useful and practical: 
congratulations! 
 
Marie Vinot (France)  
 
Bravo for your realistic films. Progress in the course is well construed and 
motivates. It has a dynamic and motivating approach, thanks to the films and 
the lesson we alternate comprehension, communication and grammar. The 
different accents used are vital. One'sprogress is clear. 
 
Yves Giraudon (France) 
 
I started studying English with the intermediate level of your program. I must 
say I am totally satisfied, I can already understand and express ideas and 
information that will be useful in my overseas trips. I want to highlight the strong 
points I find fundamental: interaction, "real life" vocabulary, "American" 
approach, role-playing... and tests. Very good review! 
 
Annie Millet (France)  

 

I find your method very active, interactive, fun and motivating. I'm thrilled. Even 

my husband finds that I'm starting to express myself with a good accent. You 

are GREAT.  

 

Vladimir Zrelec (Serbia) 
 
I am 76 years old and I learn English with difficulty because I am hard of 
hearing, almost deaf. But, now I am very happy learning with the ABA English 
course, full of interesting, useful and beautiful lessons. All the teachers are 
highly qualified have a clear pronunciation. I very much like learning English 
now and I say: better late than never! I want to keep learning as much I can! 

 


